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Abstract—UNESCO has designed the education concept through the EFA movement; thus, the SDGs can be achieved optimally. This movement is expected to create quality education that can be reached by all people, mainly to whom live in villages far from big cities. The effort to equalize education must be supported by recent technology, especially since the penetration of technology into various fields had been introduced simultaneously. E-learning has many benefits, and it can support wide-scale learning. The e-learning concept in Indonesia has been adopted through a digital platform, namely Massive Open Online Courses (MOOCs). There are various publications related to e-learning application for formal education, while the discussion of e-learning for nonformal education is still limited and has not much explored. Following are the results of this literature study (1) e-learning is a digital-based learning tool that has been implemented in most of the universities and higher educations; (2) e-learning application for society cannot be realized because there are many problems (such as low technical skill of the society, so they have difficulty in accessing technology and the facilities support have not been distributed well. Hence it can not be reached massively by the society), resulting the technology utilization for training or counseling have not been implemented optimally yet; and (3) MOOCs are part of e-learning that can be employed by everyone, not only for academics but also for the general public, providing various features like formal education.
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1 Introduction

Equitable education is the primary step that must be implemented by the government, one of which is to improve learning facilities as well as schooling opportunities for the society in remote areas. The equitable education program is in line with the quality of education improvement, which is part of the sustainable development goals (SDGs). UNESCO has designed the concept of learning that is Education for All (EFA) Movement so that SDGs can be fulfilled maximally.

At present, the condition of Indonesia’s education is still relatively low even though the expansion access to schools for the society with competition in the global. Government policies to seek education for all Indonesian citizens should be continu-
ously carried out, starting from the scholarships provision for basic level education to higher education (universities). As the third largest population in the world, Indonesia would be a developed country if it is supported by high-quality human resources [2].

The Governments have been developing city planning integrated with technology as one of the smart city programs. A smart city is a solution to facilitate several primary information related to the city condition in a real-time. It was an important issue for many sectors related to cooperation, such as political, international, & regional relationships, and also the countries life of nation [3]. Online learning can be an alternative to building the society, in which it can be reached evenly and freely accessible for everyone.

Students gain experience in which they can apply it to similar cases in the future through technology-based learning [4]. E-learning offers many advantages, it has a positive relationship between staffs, educational e-services, and knowledge values in conjunction with students’ satisfaction [5] and many other benefits compared to traditional teaching methods [6]. In addition, e-learning can improve the education qualities by accessing global scale academic learning resources and proposing special training for academics [7]. The results of the above study indicate the usefulness of e-learning in increasing students’ learning abilities, especially when e-learning is applied in the society. We expect, several positive impacts can be obtained.

Research topic related to e-learning is commonly covers the formal education, while the theme for non-formal education is still rarely. The research, as discussed above, has not tried to investigate the e-learning usefulness for the society. E-learning concept has been adopted through the Massive Open Online Courses (MOOCs) which has implemented in Indonesia. The MOOCs model will grow continuously in Indonesia, a country which has a large population. Therefore, users can increase their knowledge significantly, along with the addition of facilities to the society and improvement of education and training services [8]. Ismail et al. found that MOOCs can increase several learning outcomes of the students, comprising their interest, computer literacy, and their learning styles. Furthermore, MOOCs makes the learning process more interesting [9].

This paper aims to find out the potential aspect of learning that was applied to Indonesian. The Indonesia people who are familiar with technology will access e-learning easily. Therefore, e-learning application can be developed well as expected. However, there is a need to assess the e-learning implementation for this potential aspect, covering communities based on culture, and geographical location in Indonesia.

We can use this paper results as a preliminary study to examine further about e-learning applications, especially in Indonesia. Moreover, it can help to generalize differences based on the territory in Indonesia, by e-learning development. We expect that the Education for All (EFA) movement can work well because e-learning can be a medium for transferring knowledge to the broad society.
2 E-Learning Application in Indonesia: Overview

In general, e-learning was applied to support the learning carried out by the teacher. Hence, learning in the class becomes interactive and easily understood by students. Also, by using e-learning, students can access material quickly and comprehensively and have an impact on learning outcomes optimally. In recent years, MOOC is considered as one of the excellent innovations in education field. [10]. “MOOCs” along with the keywords “Open Educational Resources (OER)” and “Web 2.0” often appear in the internet search nowadays, [11]. The existence of MOOCs is increasingly massive with the presence of 4th industrial revolution euphoria.

The existence of e-learning and MOOCs in Indonesia supports and strengthens government programs in the education sector, specifically Technical & Vocational Education and Training (TVET). TVET aims to prepare a workforce with excellent skilled, high-quality competencies, and global competitiveness capability. Through TVET, the graduate from vocational school will contribute to future technology (advanced technology mastership) and labor-based economy [12]. Technology development in the education field can certainly help students to achieve learning outcomes that have been designed by stakeholders.

3 Results and Analysis

3.1 E-learning concept

Education requires a long implementation process and also needs optimal learning media so that student learning outcomes can be achieved well. Learning media will continue to experience developed over time. In the 4th industrial revolution to date, almost all fields use technology, including the education sector. Technology is a significant supplement of the learning patterns development in the classroom. Further use of technology can be realized through curriculum improvement [13]. The learning process in formal education changes the students’ learning behavior [14].

E-learning focuses on the interaction among teachers, learners, and online environment [15]. This concept can be adopted as a supporting media for 21st-century learning. A teacher can upload learning material (videos, e-books, animations, and so on) onto e-learning, while students can access it freely. Also, e-learning is designed flexibly through the internet for supporting students to achieve learning outcome [16]. But, the disadvantage one of e-learning requires a stable and high-speed internet connection and needs a device (e.g., personal computer, smartphone, laptop) as an interface [17]. In the future, students will live as adults with many tasks and many aspects. They also will be driven by technology that highly diverse and dynamic [18]. E-learning is a blended learning that combines online learning methods with traditional education. Fundamentally, blended learning redesigns instructional models to accelerate future learning and career preparation [19].

Sharma has evaluated the impact of the use of technology, gender, and skills on student attitudes with e-learning [13]. They found that students' behavior using e-
learning was different from conventional learning. In e-learning, students are trained to critically think when finding problems and trying to solve it so they will gain a problem-solving skill. Students are also required to be active in accessing web-based or smartphone-based e-learning on the internet. Various systems have been implemented that are dedicated to higher education to facilitate web-based learning, including MoodleTM [16].

The application of e-learning is an effort to improve the education quality in Indonesia that is still relatively low to this date. The output of education quality is also caused by the teacher’s competence [20]. While the teacher’s quality must also be supported by multimedia, so the role of e-learning is very high to help them in mastering it. In other hands, e-learning can motivate the students to stimulate their abilities flexibly without limiting critical thinking and also problem-solving skills.

The development of e-learning began as a learning management system (LMS)-based emerging platform such as MoodleTM that is a course management system (CMS), an open source software package that can be access freely. The educators can create an online-based learning media effectively using CMS [21][22]. Many universities and higher schools are using MoodleTM as CMS to support e-learning. With regard the MoodleTM statistics, 107,304 currently active sites have registered from 226 countries. Besides, MoodleTM is very popular that has been used by worldwide users because of its easy configuration, friendly user, and it can be combined with various devices.

Furthermore, many universities and schools do not use CMS (like MoodleTM) in developing e-learning portals. E-learning development has an advantage that it can display something on the portal according to the user’s needs and desires. While the use of CMS is usually already defaulted automatically, although it can still be developed again. The CMS is generally more vulnerable than a self-developed system. So, the security aspect is relatively low when we employed a CMS-based e-learning system. Universitas Pendidikan Indonesia is one of the universities that develops e-learning portals without the CMS utilization as visualized in Figure 1.

Fig. 1. E-learning in the Universitas Pendidikan Indonesia (captured on June 2019)
3.2 Learning platform for society

The e-learning portal development for the society has been started since the appearance of MOOC in 2009. MOOC is a technology-based learning media that can be accessed by everyone (all people) so they still have an opportunity to gain an education in the future. Perhaps MOOCs can be considered as “innovation platform,” this is a media to learn and experiment comprising a modern pedagogy which can be utilized by the institution. [23]. The concept of the MOOC will be increasingly recognized by the society. Accordingly, it is possible to be an educational landscape in the future.

The features provided by MOOCs are no different from e-learning at universities, it also serves the courses in which several learning materials are delivered for a specified period. The IndonesiaX as depicted in Figure 2 is one of the MOOCs that has developed with some content shared. There are presenters from great and famous people to deliver courses following their fields of expertise, while the users can choose the material provided only according to their interests and competencies to be mastered.

![IndonesiaX](http://www.i-jim.org)

**Fig. 2.** IndonesiaX is one of the MOOCs in Indonesia (captured on June 2019)

As in IndonesiaX, each session contains learning contents as visualized in Figure 2, i.e., videos and text-based material (pdf or doc. format) uploaded on the system. The users can follow each course and learn the given material. At the end of the session, a specific exam is provided to the students as users. Thus, users will know their capabilities. When graduating, the users will get a certificate with an obtained score to notify that they have taken the courses.

MOOCs are still considered as “non-formal” education although it is effortless for users to follow the material provided. Accordingly, the learning achievements in the MOOCs do not automatically and immediately get an official degree and formal education accomplishment at the university. But some experts believe that the MOOC will
become a future educational landscape in 4.0 era and it will compete with the “formal” education.

The Special Region of Yogyakarta (Daerah Istimewa Yogyakarta/DIY) government has issued a policy by creating an official portal as a learning media for the society. The “Jogja Learning” as shown in Figure 5 becomes an icon of the MOOC developed through Balai Teknologi Komunikasi Pendidikan (BTKP), DIY, Indonesia. BTKP provides several learning materials in Jogja Learning as part of a technology-assisted society education program. Moreover, Jogja Learning becomes a platform that should be used by Yogyakarta’s people only including teachers, students, and parents. The “Jogja belajar” (JB) Class is a MOOC-based learning spot that has several features, including courses, quizzes, guidance, etc.

As mentioned before, the JB Class’ users are divided into three parts, namely teachers, students, and parents. To use this platform, firstly the teachers must show their teacher ID (In Indonesia is called as NUPTK) during the registration process. While the DIY’s students can use this platform with their student ID (In Indonesia is called as KIS). Even though currently JB Class is still specifically aimed at teachers and students, further development of JB Class can be applied to a wider society like IndonesiaX.

3.3 Implementation of e-learning in society

Generally, people in Indonesia are still educated with conventional learning through village counseling agency. The concept of e-learning always presents challenges when it is developed in the society because of various problems. Although government efforts for equal education program have now reached rural areas (resulting in rural children can enter an education program in higher education from the undergraduate degree to the doctor), e-learning applied to booby boomers seems to have some problem because the average person who has to understand technology exists in the “Y” generation category to the Alpha generation.

This condition is complicated for stakeholders and the EFA movement activists to apply e-learning over the broad communities. The public needs to be introduced and trained with technology-based learning massively. Thus, the e-learning implementation will not occur several constraints. Even though, e-learning constraints have not been applied in schools or universities recently due to teachers/lecturers are booby boomers and “X” generation’s category. The impact is tough to implement technology-enabled learning; the application can only be applied by millennial teachers in the “Y” generation category.

Besides, the government must also prepare a qualified infrastructure. Accordingly, the application of technology-based learning can operate well in the villages. The government can give extensive training to the society immediately in which the training must involve various parties, including academics affiliated in higher education via society service programs. So, the synergy between academics, society, and government for educational equity purpose can be realized. In summary, the EFA Movement can work well as predicted if these elements can synergize optimally.
4 Conclusion

From the literature review results, we can conclude that e-learning has been implemented in most of the universities and higher educations. But it has not been applied to society massively because there are many problems that the mastery of technology for most booby boomers is still low. MOOCs are part of e-learning which can be accessed by all people easily. By using MOOCs-based e-learning, they will obtain many benefits optimally. This is called as e-learning application for non-formal education. However, training or counseling on the use of technology for learning has not run optimally yet because the educational facilities have not been reached by the wide-scale communities.
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